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Abstract: Fuzzy transforms developed by Irina Perfilieva is a novel, mathematically well founded soft 
computing tool with many applications. These techniques are based on mainly two transforms, direct 
fuzzy transform and inverse fuzzy transform. B. Bede and I. J. Rudas introduced Shepard kernel based 
fuzzy transform but its applications are not elaborately done. In this paper we develop an approximating 
model based on Shepard kernel based fuzzy transform and apply the model for compression and 
decompression of color image. 
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Introduction: In classical Mathematics, various types of transforms are introduced (e.g. Laplace 
transform, Fourier transform, wavelet transform etc.) by various researchers. In 2001 Irina Perfilieva 
introduced fuzzy transform in her paper [3]. Latter on fuzzy transform is applied in to various fields, like 
image processing, data mining etc in the papers [5, 10]. The fuzzy transform provides a relation between 
the space of continuous functions defined on a bounded domain of real line R and R

n
 .Similarly inverse 

fuzzy transform identified each vector of  R
n
 with a continuous map. The central idea of the fuzzy 

transform is to partition the domain of the function by fuzzy sets. 
 
Definition 1.1([6]): Let [a, b] be an interval of real numbers and  x1 < x2 < …< xn be fixed nodes within [a, 
b] such that x1 = a, xn = b and  n ≥ 2 .We say that fuzzy sets A1, A2, …, An  identified with their membership 
functions  A1(x), A2(x), ……,An(x)  and defined on [ a, b] form a fuzzy partition of [a, b] if they fulfill the 
following conditions for i = 1, 2, …, n. 
1. Ai : [a , b] →  [0 , 1],   Ai(xi) = 1. 

2. Ai(x) = 0 if  x Ï (xi ‒ 1 ,xi + 1) 
3. Ai(x) is continuous. 
4. Ai(x) is monotonically increasing on [xi–1,xi] and monotonically decreasing on,  [ xi , xi + 1]  

5. i(x) = 1, for all x. 

6. Ai (  x i – x) = Ai ( x i + x), for all x Î [0, h], i = 2,…,n ‒1, n > 2. 

7. A i + 1(x) = A i(x – h), for all x Î [a +h, b] , for i = 2, 3,…,n – 2, n > 2 . 
 
Where h is the uniform distance between two nodes. 
The shape of basic functions is not predetermined and therefore it can be chosen additionally according 
to further requirements. 
 
The following figure shows a fuzzy partition of the interval [−4, 4], with triangular membership 
functions.  
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The following expression gives the formal representation of such triangular membership functions. 
 

A1(x) =  

 

and for  .  
 

 Ai(x)   =  

 

  An (x)  =   

 
 
Fuzzy Transform: In this section we first give the definition of fuzzy transform given by Irina Perfilieva 
in 2006. 
 
Definition 2.1([6]): Let f(x) be a continuous function on [a , b] and A1(x), A2(x),…,An(x) be basis 
functions determining a uniform fuzzy partition of [a , b] .The n-tuple of real numbers  

[  ]   such that 

 =  ,    .          (1) 

will be called the F- transform of f w.r.t. the given basis functions. Real’s Fi are called components of the 
F-transform. 
 
Lemma 2.2([5]): Let  f   be any continuous function defined on [ a, b],but function  f  is  twice 
continuously differentiable in (a, b) and A1(x), A2(x),…,An(x) be basis functions determining a uniform 

fuzzy partition of [a ,b]. Then for each   

Fi =  + O(h
2
)   

Proof: Perfilieva (2004). 
Now a question arises in the minds that can we get back the original function by its fuzzy transform. 
The answer is we can reconstruct an approximate function to the original function. For that purpose 
Perfilieva define inverse fuzzy transform. 
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Definition 2.3([6]): Let A1, A2, …, An  be basic functions which form a uniform fuzzy partition of [ a , b] 
and f  be a function from c([ a, b]) . Let Fn[ f ] = [ F1, F2, …, Fn] be the  fuzzy transform of  f  with respect to 
A1, A2, …, An  . Then the function defined by 

 =  

is called the inverse fuzzy transform of  f  with respect to A1, A2, …, An. 
 
The following theorem shows that the inverse fuzzy transform can approximate the original continuous 
function f with a very small precision. 
 
Theorem 2.4([8]): Let f, be a continuous functions defined on [a, b]. Then for any ε > 0 there exist nε 

and a uniform fuzzy partition    of [a, b] such that for all x Î [a , b] 

 ≤   ε 

Note that the Theorem2.4 concerns the continuous, but now we will deal the discrete case, that is we 

only know that the function f assumes determined values in some points  of  . 
Assume that the set P of these nodes is sufficiently dense with respect to the fixed partition, i.e. for each 

 there exist an index, , such that . Then I. Perfilieva define the 

n-tuple  as the discrete fuzzy transform of f  with respect to  , where each  

 , is given as 

                   (2)                              

for . 
Similarly I. Perfilieva also define the discrete inverse fuzzy transform of  f  with respect to 

 to be the following function defined on the same set of points { } of : 

      (3)                           

Analogously to the Theorem2.4, the following approximation theorem can be given: 
 

Theorem 2.5([7]): Let  be a function assigned on a set P of points   of . Then for 

every , there exist an integer  and a related fuzzy partition   of    such that, 

P is sufficiently dense with respect to  and for every ,  

 

holds true. 
 

Two Variable Fuzzy Transform: We will consider a rectangle  as a common 
domain of all real valued functions. The main idea consists in construction of two fuzzy partition one of 

 and another of .  
 

Definition3.1 ([2]): Let a fuzzy partition of  be given by basic functions { } with nodes 

 and another fuzzy partition of  be given by basic functions 

{ }, with nodes   Then the fuzzy partition of is given by 

the fuzzy Cartesian product of { , with respect to the product t-norm of 
these two fuzzy partition. 
 

Definition 3.2([7]): Let a fuzzy partition of is given by { , and let 

. We say that a real matrix  given by 

 

                   (4)           

for   and  

is called the fuzzy transform of  f with respect to the given fuzzy partition. The reals  are called the 

components of the fuzzy transform of f. 
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Definition 3.3([6]): Let a fuzzy partition of is given by { , and let 

. Let  be the fuzzy transform of f with respect to {

. Then the function  

       (5)  

is called the inverse fuzzy transform of f  for two variables. 
 

Theorem 3.4([6]): Let f be a continuous function defined on D. Then for any , there exist natural 

numbers n and m and a fuzzy partition {  of D such that for all 

 

 
 
In the discrete case, we assume that the function f  assumes determined values in some points  

 where  and  Moreover the sets, 

 msut be sufficiently dense with respect to the chosen partitions.  

In this case Perfilieva define the matrix  to be the discrete fuzzy transform of f  with respect to 

{ , where for each  and  

       (6)  

 

The discrete inverse fuzzy transform of f with respect to { , to be the 

following function which is defined on the same points with   

and   

      (7) 

 

Theorem 3.5([6]): Let  be a function assigned on the points with  

 and  Then for every , there exist two integers  with respect 

to the fuzzy partitions { , of D, such that the set of points 

 are sufficiently dense with respect to {

 and for every with   and  

 

holds true. 
 
Shepard Kernel Based F-Transform: Shepard Kernels are well known functions in the field of 
numerical analysis. In the paper “Approximation properties of fuzzy transform”, by B. Bede and I.J. 
Rudas [2], a new type of fuzzy transform has been introduced by using Shepard kernels as basic 
functions, and named these transform as Shepard kernels based fuzzy transform. In this section we 
apply these new transform for approximating continuous function and study its applications for 
compression and decompression of gray image. 
 
The Shepard kernels basic functions are defined as follows: 
 

Definition4.1 ([2]): Consider the closed interval , and a partition of these intervals { }, 

then Shepard Kernels  for  is defined as  

 

 

Where  is Kronecker’s delta and l is a parameter. 

One can check that the range of these Shepard Kernals functions is [0, 1]. Thus we can say that Shepard 
Kernels are fuzzy set defined on a closed interval. Also from the definition of the Shepard Kernels it can 
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be shown that . These Shepard Kernels are continuous functions. Thus we can say that 
these Shepard Kernels satisfies the important properties of the fuzzy partition of closed intervals defined 
in Definition1.1 except the support of the fuzzy set and B. Bede and I. J. Rudas shows that for proving the 
main theorem of fuzzy transform this property is not needed. 
 
Definition 4.2([2]): Let [a, b] be any closed interval and f(x) be any real valued continuous functions 

defined on [a, b] . Let  for  are the Shepard kernels defined on [a, b]. Then the n-tuple of 

real numbers [  ]   such that 

=  ,    .                                   

is called the Shepard kernels based F- transform of  f  . Real’s Fi are called components of the Shepard 
kernels based F-transform. 
 

Definition 4.3 ([3]): Let A1, A2, …, Ak  be basic functions which form a fuzzy partition of [ a ,b] and f be a 
function from C([a, b]). Let Fk[f ] = [ F1, F2, …, Fk] be the Shepard kernel based fuzzy transform of f with 
respect to A1, A2, …, Ak  . Then the function  
 

fF, k(x) =  
is called the inverse Shepard kernel based fuzzy transform. 
Now we state the main important theorem of this section. 
 
Theorem 4.4: Let f be a continuous functions defined on [a, b]. Then for any ε > 0 there exist nε and a 

Shepard kernel based fuzzy partition A1, A2, …, Ak   of [a, b] such that for all x Î [a ,b] 

 ≤   ε . 

The proof of the above theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.2 in [2]. 
 

Example 4.5: Consider the closed interval [0, 4] and let f be a function defined on [0, 4] as 

. We approximate these functions by using Shepard kernel based fuzzy transform. We consider a 

partition {0, .5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4}.  Then the graph of the Shepard kernel basic functions taken l=3 is 
given below: 
 

 
Figure 4.1: Shepard kernel based fuzzy partition of the closed interval [0, 4] 

 

Now we have to evaluate the Shepard kernel based F-transform components of the function 

, with respect to the above Shepard kernels fuzzy partition. We evaluate these components by 
using software MATLAB and the corresponding values are 
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Now by using Definition3.3 we evaluate the inverse Shepard kernel based fuzzy transform and the graph 
of these approximated curve and the original curve is given below, where red graph is the original curve 
and blue graph is our approximated curve: 
 

 
Figure 4.2: Graph of The Exact Function And The Graph of 

The Approximated Function 
 
From the above figure we can see that the Shepard kernel based fuzzy transform approximates 
continuous functions very much accurately.  
 
Two Variable Discrete Shepard Kernel based F-Transforms: 

Definition 5.1.: Let a function  be given at nodes , where 

 . Let  are the Shepard kernel based fuzzy partition of , and 

 are the Shepard kernel based fuzzy partition of , where . 

Then the components , defined for each  and  as,  

           (8)  

is called the discrete Shepard kernel based fuzzy transform of   
 

Definition 5.2: Let  , be the Shepard kernel based fuzzy transform components of the function 

 be given at nodes , where , with respect 

to the Shepard kernel based fuzzy partition  of [a, b] and 

 of [c, d], then the inverse Shepard kernel based fuzzy transform is also defined 

on the same  points , with  and is defined as  

                           (9)  

Theorem 5.3: Let  be a function assigned on the points , for

. Then for every e >0, there exist two integers  and related Shepard 

kernel based fuzzy partitions  of [a, b] and  of [c, d], 

such that the sets of points  and  are sufficiently dense with 

respect to e  and  e ,  and for every , 
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holds true. 
Proof:  we omit the proof since the proof is the generalization of the Theorem 3 in [12]. 
 

Coding/Decoding of RGB Images: Let I be a RGB image divided in N ´ M pixels.  Then I can be 

treated as an array of order N ´ M ´ 3. We divide the image I in three separate components Red, Green 

and Blue each of order, N ´ M ´ 1, and we denote these by matrices R, G and B, i.e. the matrix R, G and B 
corresponds the red, green and blue  components of the image I, respectively. Now each of these 

components can be treated as a function from    to the real interval [0, 255]. 

That means the red components is a function given as, and 

 denotes the value of the pixel at   position in the red components matrix. Similarly the other 

two components G and B are also be treated as a function from    to the real 
interval [0, 255]. Now for compressing the original Image I, we compress its three components red 

,green and blue separately. That is we will compress the matrix ,  and  and for 

compressing these matrix we use discrete Shepard kernel based fuzzy transform in two variables , 

defined for each  and  as  

1 1

1 1

( , ) ( ) ( )

 

( ) ( )

M N

k l
j i

M Nkl

k l
j i

R i j i j

i j

A B
F

A B

= =

= =

=
åå

åå
                                 (9) 

Where by simplicity of notation we have assumed . Here 

  and   ,  , are basic functions i.e. Shepard kernels as 

defined in Definition4.1, which forms a Shepard kernel based fuzzy partition of the interval  and 

 respectively. Resulting these we get a compressed matrix of order   . Now for getting the 
original red components from these compressed matrix we used inverse Shepard kernel based fuzzy 

transform for every  and is defined as follows  

1 1

( ) ( )
n m

F

kl k l
k l

i jR F A B
= =

=åå           (10)  

We define the basic functions {  } and { } , used in equations (5) which 

form  an uniform Shepard kernel based fuzzy partition of  and  respectively as follows: 

 

for  , forms  a Shepard kernel based fuzzy partition of  and similarly  

 

 

for  , forms  a Shepard kernel based fuzzy partition of  
Now by using these basic functions and by using formula in equation (8), we compressed the each of the 
components red, green and blue. That means by using Shepard kernel based fuzzy transform we get a 
compressed image of the original image.  From this compressed image we construct a approximated 
image of the original image by using inverse Shepard kernel based fuzzy transform. After getting the 
approximated image we study the quality of the reconstructed image by using peak signal to noise ratio 
in short PSNR, which is defined as follows: 

 
Where RMSE means root means square error and is given by the following formula: 
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Where  is the array of original color matrix image and  is the array of the 
reconstructed image. 
 
It is noted that if the RMSE is approximately becomes zero then we say that the approximated image is 
exactly equal to the original image and consequently the PSNR value will becomes very large. That 
means that smaller the RMSE value more accurate the approximated image and if the PSNR value is 
large we say that the approximated image is more similar with the original image.  
 

Example 6.1: Consider the following color image of sizes  , with value pixels between 0 and 255 
corresponding to this image its red, green and blue components are also given below: 
 

    

 240  235  195  175  170  140  135  130

  230  220  180  165  150  130  110  105

  203  198  170  155  142  120  100   95

  180  170  155  140  130  105   90   82

  160  158  148  132  121  102   87   71

  145  137  120  110  105   95   75   60

  130  120  110  105  100   90   70   55

  120  110  105  100   95   85   65   50

é ù
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê úë û

  

 

     

34   27   52   74   87  105  125  155

51   47   62   87   97  115  135  165

61   57   72   97  107  125  145  175

71   67   82  102  117  135  155  185

81   77   92  112  127  145  165  205

91   87  102  125  140  160  172  208

104  108  120  133  152  170  180  227

115  130  145  163  172  190  210  237

é ù
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê úë û

 

 

  

100   87   97  112   74   67   78   80

  105   77   87  102   64   57   68   70

  115   87   97  112   74   67   78   80

  105   77   87  102   64   57   68   70

  120  130  140  150  155  160  165  170

  125  135  145  155  160  165  170  175

  120  130  140  150  155  160  165  170

  105   77   87  102   64   57   68   70

é ù
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê úë û

  

The RGB image corresponding to the above red, green and blue component is given below: 
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Figure 6.4.1: RGB Image 

For compressing this RGB image we compress separately each of its component matrix by Shepard 

kernel based fuzzy transform. Let us compress each of the component matrix to a 4´4 matrix. Now for 
doing these we need a Shepard kernel based fuzzy partition of the domain 

[1, 8] ´ [1, 8].  

Let   and correspondingly let   be a 

Shepard kernel based fuzzy partition of [1, 8]´[1, 8], where  
 

                    

 

               

 

                        

 
and 

                       

   
Similarly, 
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and  
  

    

 
 Now by using these Shepard kernel based fuzzy partition if we apply Shepard kernel based fuzzy 

transform on the data set red component matrix, then the component of the transform , for 

 forms the compressed red component matrix. By using MATLAB we evaluate 
this components and the corresponding compressed red component of the image is 
 

        

 39   64   64  141

   63   53   53  116

   64   53   53  116

  122  122  116  237

é ù
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ë û

  

 
Similarly the compressed green and blue components are as follows 
 

=  

78   64   64  119

   64   53   53   90

   64   53   53   65

  116  116   88   50

é ù
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ë û

  

 

 

78   64   64   75

   64   53   53   75

   64   53   53  116

   92   92   61   70

é ù
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ë û

 

 
And thus corresponding compressed color image is  
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Figure 6.4.2: Compressed RGB Image 

 
From the compressed Red component we reconstruct an approximation of the original red component 
by using inverse Shepard kernel based F-transform and the reconstructed red component is  
 

                       

 39   43   64   64   64   64  126  141

   43   47   62   62   62   62  122  136

   63   61   53   53   53   53  134  156

   63   61   53   53   53   53  104  186

   64   62   53   53   53   53  104  196

   64   62   53   53   53   53  164  216

  110  110  108  108  104  104  192  213

  122  121  122  122  116  116  213  237

é ù
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê úë û

  

 
Similarly the green and blue components are given below: 
 

                        

  230   198   164   164   164   140  108  119

   205   185   154   142   122   122  103  113

   164   162   83   83   83   83   93   90

   64   62   83   83   83   83   83   90

   64   62   83   83   83   83   93   65

   64   62   53   53   53   53   62   65

  106  106  104  104   89   89   65   59

  116  116  116  116   98   98   66   58

é ù
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê úë û

   

 

  

  78   75   64   64   64   64  108  119

   75   73   62   62   62   62  103  113

   64   62   53   53   53   53   83   90

   64   62   53   53   53   53   83   90

   64   62   53   53   53   53   63   65

   64   62   53   125   130   153   162   165

  106  106  104  104   89   89   65   59

  116  116  116  116   98   98   66   58

é ù
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê ú
ê úë û
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and the  reconstructed image is given below: 

 
Figure 6.4.3: Reconstructed RGB Image from Compressed RGB Image 

 
From this reconstructed image we evaluate the RMSE by using MATLAB and is found as equal to 3. That 
means root means square error is very small so we can say that nearly approximates the original image. 
Subsequently we evaluate the PSNR value and is equal to 48.853, which can be treated as very good. 
 
Conclusion: In this paper we have developed a method for compression and decompression of RGB 
images by using Shepard kernel based fuzzy transform method. By using this method we can reduce the 
memory size of the picture, since in this method we reduce the data required to store a image. We have 
also shown that form the compressed data we are able to approximate the original data. 
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